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1. Artem owns a business with 200 employees including Bryony, Charles, 
Devi and Eytan. Artem’s bicycle is stolen from the bike shed at his 
business. On Monday he sends an email to all his employees: 
 

‘Please help me look for my stolen bicycle. It is only worth £20 but 
is of sentimental value as it belonged to my Dad. I will pay a 
reward of £200 to anyone who returns the bicycle to me or 
provides information that helps me locate it.’   

 
On Wednesday he decides to forget about his old bicycle and to buy a 
new one at the weekend and so he pins a notice on the bike shed stating 
that his offer of a reward for the return of his bicycle is now withdrawn. 
On Friday afternoon he also sends an email to all employees stating that 
the offer of a reward is withdrawn. Consider the following alternative 
circumstances: 

 
(a) Bryony, an employee, is ill on Monday and Tuesday and does not 

come into work. However, she goes for a short walk and sees 
Artem’s distinctive bicycle on a rubbish dump. She then returns it 
to him on Wednesday morning.  

 
 Advise Bryony. 
 
(b) Charles is a new employee and is keen to impress his boss. He 

takes Tuesday and Wednesday as holiday and searches for the 
bicycle which he finds for sale in a second-hand shop. On 
Thursday he goes into work and tells Artem where it is. 

 
 Advise Charles. 
 
(c) Devi learns from Freddie, a colleague, on Thursday about the 

notice Freddie has seen on the bike shed withdrawing the reward. 
That evening when leaving a pub Devi sees Artem’s bicycle in a 
hedge and returns it to him the following morning. 

 
 Advise Devi. 
 
(d) While walking to work on Tuesday morning Eytan sees the bicycle 

outside a shop where the thief has left it. He is riding it to work 
when he is overtaken by Artem in his Ferrari who shouts ‘I hope 
you are not after the reward, I’ve changed my mind’. Eytan takes 
the bicycle to work and gives it to Artem, who refuses to give 
Eytan any reward. 

 
 Advise Eytan. 
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2. Florence owns five adjoining houses, numbers 1-5 High Street 
Magictown, which she intends to rent to local people and students. On 
September 1 she advertises the properties as available in the local 
newspaper but does not state a price. Advise Florence as to the legal 
implications of the following events. 
 
(a) Zebedee, a handsome student, contacts Florence who agrees to 

rent No 1 High Street to him for £50 per month. Zebedee is 
amazed at the low rent and agrees immediately. 

 
(b) Dillon is worried that he will not be able to find accommodation 

before the University term begins. When he contacts Florence he 
agrees to rent No 2 High Street for £1,000 per month even though 
he knows this is twice the normal rate. 

 
(c) Ermintrude works as Florence’s gardener and was Florence’s 

father’s nurse when he was elderly and ill. Florence says that 
Ermintrude can live in No 3 High Street without paying any rent 
because Ermintrude was so kind to Florence’s father before he 
died. 

 
(d) Florence admires the police force. She agrees to let No 4 High 

Street to Brian, a police sergeant. Brian tells her what a tough 
year he has had as the police force are understaffed. She tells 
him she does not expect any rent as he will be doing such a 
wonderful job working in these conditions. 

 
(e) Florence agrees to rent No 5 High Street to Brian for £500 per 

month but asks Brian to pay the money to her niece Rosalie. 
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3.  Fern has her own garden waste clearance business, JunkBunk. During 
exceptionally busy periods, she often gets her friend, Rose, to assist her 
with the heavy lifting. Fern is contacted by Mary, the director of a 
construction company who is about to start work on nearby land and 
needs the site cleared of garden waste immediately.   Fern emails Mary 
a price list. At the bottom of the page in large capital letters the list states, 
‘FOR OUR TERMS AND CONDITIONS PLEASE REFER TO OUR 
WEBSITE’. Mary tries to access JunkBunk’s webpages but Fern is doing 
some maintenance on the site and the relevant pages will not be 
available until later that afternoon. Mary is in a hurry and telephones Fern 
and secures the services of JunkBunk. 

 
Fern and Rose start work at Mary’s site the following week. However, at 
the end of the first day’s labour, Fern damages her back lifting a load 
that was too heavy and needs to take a month off work. Rose undertakes 
the work alone but is not able to complete the work by the contractual 
deadline. Mary’s construction project is delayed, triggering serious 
financial consequences for her company. In addition, Rose carelessly 
spills some toxic waste on the site, forcing Mary to pay £3,000 for special 
environmental cleaning. Mary is furious but then notices the following 
clauses in JunkBunk’s terms and conditions: 

 
1.1 Liability for damage by employees of JunkBunk, 

whatsoever and howsoever caused, is limited to £100. 
 
1.2 JunkBunk is not liable for any delay, even if caused by their 

own actions. 
 

Advise Mary. 
 
 
4.   (a) In   what   circumstances   will   the  right  to  rescind  a  contract  

for misrepresentation be lost? 
 

(b)  Hitem places the following advertisement on a website offering 
cars for sale: 

 
‘Stunning 2015 Mini Cooper for sale only £10,000.’ 

 
In fact the car is a 2010 model with some rust and is only worth 
£2,000. A 2015 Mini Cooper is worth £12,000. 

 
Advise Hitem as to his potential liability to pay damages for 
mispresentation. 
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5. ‘English contract law defines the type of event which amounts to a 
frustrating event far too narrowly. The courts should be more ready to 
relieve a party from their contractual obligations following events which 
make the contract more onerous to perform.’  

 
Discuss.  

 
 
6.  ‘The law in relation to contracts that involve illegal acts or are contrary to 

public policy is difficult to state clearly and rests upon many fine and 
difficult distinctions. The decision of the Supreme Court in Patel v Mirza 
(2016) did little to clarify the law in this area.’   

 
Discuss. 

 
 
7.  ‘The introduction of the category of innominate terms was unnecessary 

and has introduced undesirable uncertainty into the law of contract.’  
 

Discuss.  
 
 
8.  Kipper is in the process of setting up his new online flower delivery 

business, Blooms, and contracts with Jake to design and build his 
website. He makes it clear to Jake that the website must be ready to 
launch on February 1 so that it will be ready for St Valentine’s Day on 
February 14. He anticipates exceptionally good sales revenue on that 
day as well as the chance to start building a loyal client base in time for 
the spring season.  Jake assures Kipper that the website will be ready 
on time. A clause in their contract stipulates that Jake must pay a 
‘penalty’ of £5,000 should the website not be ready in time, as well as 
£500 for each subsequent day of delay. Unfortunately, Jake catches flu 
and is unable to finish the website until February 5. Kipper demands that 
Jake pay him £6,500. He estimates that the delay has cost him £3,000 
in lost revenue. Not only that, the delay causes Kipper severe anxiety 
and distress. 

 
When Kipper finally launches the Bloom’s website on February 5, he 
receives an order from a very wealthy client, Mrs X, wanting deliveries 
of flowers for each of her offices across London on a weekly basis. 
Kipper is thrilled with such a lucrative deal. Further, Mrs X is so 
impressed by the exceptional choice of Blooms’ flowers that she rings 
Kipper suggesting that she invest money in the business to expand it. In 
designing the website, however, Jake has made a mistake which means 
that the delivery addresses cannot be inputted correctly. All of Mrs X’s 
flowers are delivered to the wrong address. Mrs X is furious and cancels 
all future orders. Furthermore, she decides not to invest in his business. 

 
Advise Kipper what damages, if any, he is entitled to. 

 
END OF PAPER 


